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Note to: R. Clark
,

From: J. Gray
,

SUBJECT: PROPOSED NOTICE FOR BROWNS FERRY AMENDMENT ON SENIOR REACTOR

OPERATORS (SR0s) -

OELD has been asked to concur in a proposed notice of amendment to the
Browns Ferry licenses involving the Administrative Controls section of
the TS and SR0s. . I believe that the proposed notice should be clarified
with regard to the description of the change involving SR0 supervision
of fuel handling operations. In addition, I believe the basis for the
NSHC determination needs some modification to more clearly indicate a
sound basis for our proposal to find NSHC. In particular, I question
the characterization of the SR0/ fuel handling operation change as being
simply administrative.

Accordingly, I suggest the following changes to the proposed notice to
better describe the amendment and to provide a clearer basis for the
proposed NSHC determination:

> (1) Replace the last 2 sentences in the " Description of amendment
request" with the following:

The amendment would also change the current license provision -

that requires fuel handling operations to be supervised by
- fully licensed SR0s to a provision authorizing fuel handling

operations to be supervised by personnel trained and licensed
as SR0s limited to fuel handling.

(2) Replace the proposed " Basis for proposed no significant hazards
'consideration determination" with the following:

The Commission has provided guidance concerning the
application of the standards by providing examples of actions
that are likely, and are not likely, .to involve significant
hazards ' considerations (48 FR 14870). One example of an.

action not likely to involve significant hazards
considerations (example (i)) is a purely administrative change
such as a change to achieve consistency throughout the
technical specifications, correction of an error or a change
in nomenclature. The proposed change to the Administrative
Controls technical specifications-that would add the word
" reactor" before the word " operator" to be consistent with the
abbreviations SRO and R0 is purely administrative in nature
and falls within the cited example of a change not likely to
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involve significant hazards considerations. J0n this basis,
the staff proposes to determine that this change does not
involve significant hazards considerations. -

The license amendment that would permit supervision of fuel -

handling operations by SR0s licensed only for fuel handling
operations would not decrease the level of pertinent
qualifications for fuel handling supervisors relative to
requirements under the existing license. Since the fuel
handling supervisors's expertise and qualifications in fuel
handling operations will be the same under the proposed
amendment as under the requirements of the existing license,
this change will not significantly increase the probability or
consequences of accidents previously considered. Also, since
the proposed change involves only the designation and
qualifications of personnel authorized to supervise ~ fuel
handling operations, it does not create the possibility of a
new or different accident from any evaluated previously and
will not significantly decrease any safety margins. For these
reasons, the staff proposes to determine that the change
involving supervision of fuel handling operations does not
involve significant hazards considerations.

With changes to the proposed notice consistent with the foregoing, I
would be prepared to concur.
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Note to: J. Lombardo --

From: J.R. Gray
,

SUBJECT NOTICE OF PROPOSED NSHC FOR AMENDMENT ALLOWING
OYSTER CREEK TO OPERATE WITH EXISTING CORE SPRAY
SPARGER

'

'0 ELD has been asked to _ concur in a proposed notice of a license
amendment for Oyster Creek which would allow operation with the existing
cracked core spray sparger. The license presently requires replacement
of that sparger prior to startup after the current refueling outage.~

OELD refused to concur in several prior proposed notices on this
amendment on the grounds that the bases for the proposed NSHC
determination were not adequately provided.

While I believe that the instant proposed notice contains the elements
of the required basis for a NSHC determination, the instant notice is
not very clear. Rather than send the notice back to you one more time
for reworking, I have attempted to rewrite it, using the information

) provided in the instant notice,'to clarify it. -

In the process of rewriting the. basis for the proposed NSHC determination,
it became obvious tc me that all the Staff can apparently justify, and
provide a NSHC finding for, at this time, is operation for one more fuel
cycle. It does not appear that the Staff can say now either that operation -

beyond the next refueling outage (and accompanying inspection) will be
safe er that NRC authorization for such future operation will not involve
significant hazards considerations. Rather, the Staff would determine
the propriety of, and authorize, operation beyond the next refueling
outage only after further inspections and Staff approval of any necessary
, future repairs. In these circumstances, it is not appropriate now to
issue a license amendment that would authorize operation with the existing
damaged sparger for an indefinite period of time. .I suggest, rather,
that the amendment be limited to authorization of operation with the

, existing sparger only for the next refueling outage. If the licensee has
not asked for such a limited amendment, we would need to get licensee's
agreement to limit its amendment request in that manner before issuing
the proposed notice. .

Thus, I suggest that:

(1) the license amendment be limited as indicated above and as
stated on the attached " Description of amendment request;"
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(2) the " Basis for proposed no significant hazards consideration"
for the more limited license amendment be as set forth in the
attachment.

.

With these changes, I would be prepared to concur in a conforming
proposed notice,
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Description of amendment request: The amendment would-replace the i

existing license condition requiring replacement of the existing core I

spray sparger during the current cycle 10 refueling outage with a
license condition authorizing operation with the existing sparger for
the upcoming fuel cycle subject to enhanced inspection and reporting
requirements.

Basis for proposed no significant hazards consideration determination:
License Amendment No. 47, dated May 15, 1980, to License No. DPR-16 for
the Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station added a license condition
which requires the replacement of the existing cracked core spray
sparger during the current cycle 10 refueling outage. Operation with a
cracked sparger for an interim fuel cycle prior to the current refueling
outage was permitted based on repairs to the sparger using repair
bracket assemblies. The NRC Staff concluded in the Safety Evaluation
supporting Amendment No. 47 that this interim repaic of the Oyster Creek
sparger does not constitute a significant cnange_in safety margin from
that of the original design and that installation of the repair hardware
would not increase the probability of an accident.

During the current refueling outage, the licensee has completed full
inspection of the accessible surfaces and welds of the sparger and
repair assemblies using new inspection techniques and computer photo
enhancement and has compared indications of cracks to previous

F indications. The new inspections and analyses appear to-show that:

(1) many previous indications of cracks from prior inspections
are, in fact, not cracks;

(2) no further degradation of the sparger has occurred since the
prior inspections; and -

(3) susceptibility to new cracking (stress corrosion cracking
postulated to result from high residual stresses from forcing
pipes into position during installation and sensitization from.
welding, cold work etc.) in new locations is reduced by stress
relief from existing cracks.

Moreover, analysis.of the seismic, static and thermal loadings for the
repair bracket assemblies (which were analyzed, designed and installed.

in accordance with currently accepted engineering practices) demonstrate
the repair bracket assemblies' ability to limit crack openings to an
acceptable range should existing cracks propogate around the sparger
circumference and inspection data obtained during the current refueling
outage indicates that the repair bracket assemblies are capable of
maintaining the integrity of the system. In short, subject to NRC Staff
confirmation of inspection data and analyses, the circumstances of safe
operation with the existing repaired sparger for an additional fuel
cycle are the same as at the time when Amendment No. 47, authorizing
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operation for the past fuel cycle, was issued. Because, subject to NRC
Staff confirmation prior to issuance of the proposed amendment, the
magnitude of sparger cracking is not as severe as previously indicated,

,

there has been no additional degradation during the last fuel cycle, and
the repair bracket assemblies should maintain the integrity of the
existing sparger as it has been maintained during the last fuel cycle,
the NRC Staff proposes to determine' that issuance of the proposed
amendment authorizing operation with the existing repaired sparger for
the next fuel cycle does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of accidents previously considered, does not
create the possibility of a new or different accident from any evaluated
previously, and does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety, all relative to previously approved operation. Accordingly, the
NRC Staff proposes to determine that this license amendment does not
involve significant hazards considerations.
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Note to: D. Crutchfield jG
-

From: J. Gray

SUBJECT: PROPOSED INPUT TO MONTHLY FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE FOR LICENSE
AMEN 0MENTS FOR LACROSSE

0 ELD has been asked to concur in the proposed input to a monthly Federal
Register notice for license amendments for Lacrosse. I have several
comments r.egarding that proposed input.

Among other things, the purpose of the Federal Register notice of
proposed license amendments is to notify the public of specific license
amendments that are being considered by the NRC. In this vein, tne
proposed license amendments should be described in sufficient detail to
give notice to the public as to what the amendments are. As currently
constituted, the proposed notice for Lacrosse aces not describe the
specific license amendments but only generally categorizes them as:
(1) additional limitations to protect against degraded grid voltage and
pipe cracking and new requirements to facilitate fire protection and
inservice inspection: (2) changes in plant organization and other
administrative changes; (3) cha,nges to electrical power systems

i requirements to be consistent with the Standard Technical Specification
format; and (4) modifications to ESWSS fuel inventory /changeout
requirements. I believe this mere categorization of the types of
changes is too vague to provide adequate notice of each of the actual .

I license amendments being considered. While the descriptions of the
proposed amendments should be brief, they should at least describe the
amendments - for' example: what are the limitations to protect against
degraded grid voltage and pipe cracking; what are the new requirements
on . fire protection and inservice inspection; what are the changes in
plant organization; what are the "other" administrative changes; what
are the changes to electrical power systems requirements; what are the
changes to ESWSS fuel inventory /changeout requirements? An example of
an acceptable description of a license amendment is attached.

I have also rev.iewed the reason given for our proposed no significant
hazards consideration (NSHC) finding, not for the substantive adequacy.

of the bases given, but to assure that the proposed bases are clear
enough to allow the public to provide meaningful coments. In this-
regard, the Comission, in its Statements of Consideration accompanying
the new regulations on licente amendments, provided examples of license
amendments that are not likely to involve SHC. Some of those examples
are applicable to categories of changes proposed for Lacrosse and should
be set out in the notice. Specifically, one example provided by the
Comission of an amendment not likely to involve SHC is a " change that
constitutes an additional limitation, restriction or control not
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presently included in the technical specifications." ~(This example
appears applicable to the additional limitations to protect against s[degraded grid voltage and pipe cracking for Lacrosse.)- Another example
of an amendment not likely to involve SHC is "a purely administrative ( {
change to technical specifications: for example, a change to achieve

i

consistency throughout the technical specifications, correction of an r"<

error, or a change in nomenclature." (This exa'mple appears applicable \ito "other administrative changes" and possibly to changes" to electrical ' }
power systems requirements to be consistent with the Standard Technical /
Specifications" for Lacrosse). The attached example of an acceptable Di
description of a license amendment also contains an acceptable reference F
to the Commission's examples in support of the proposed NSHC finding and
should be looked to as guidance on how to reference the Commission's
examples in providing the basis for the proposed NSHC finding.

There remain several other proposed amendments as to which the bases for
the proposed NSHC finding is unclear. Specifically, under category (1)
of the license changes we list "new requirements to facilitate fire
protection and in-service inspection. Since we risly indicate that these
license changes will " facilitate" inspections and not that they involve
more restrictive requirements, the basis for the proposed NSHC finding
on these changes is unclear. Finally, the basis for the proposed NSHC
finding on the modifications to the ESWSS fuel inventory /changeout
requirements is unclear. I infer that the intended basis is that the
licensee will take actions to compensate for the modifications but there
is no explanation as to how the. compensatory actions: (1) prevent a

> significant increase in the probability or consequences of accidents
previously evaluated; (2) preclude the creation of a new or different
kind of accident from any previously evaluated; and (3) preclude a
significant reduction in a safety margin. See 10 CFR 9 50.92. There
should be a clear statement as to why the licensee's compensatory
actions make this license change one involving NSHC.

Because of the vague description of the proposed license amendments and
the lack of clarity on the bases for the proposed NSHC finding on each
of the license amendments, as described above, I am not prepared to
concur at this time. I suggest that you modify the amendment

~

. descriptions and clarify the bases for the NSHC finding and then return
the package for ELD concurrence.
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